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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

 In an Answer Brief spanning 44 pages, Appellee argues that the circuit 

court’s Preliminary Injunction Order should be upheld notwithstanding the trial 

court’s failure to adhere to this Court’s controlling prededent in Trotti v. Detzner, 

147 So. 3d 641 (Fla. 1st DCA 2014) (“Trotti I”). Appellee devotes almost his 

entire brief to the proposition that Trotti I was incorrectly decided by this Court 

and, under that assumption, that the circuit court did not err in following the 

approach of the dissenting judge in Trotti I rather than the holding of the majority 

opinion. 

 The Preliminary Injunction Order should be reversed and vacated. Under the 

circumstances, a summary reversal with a citation to Trotti I is more than 

warranted. The merits arguments adopted by the circuit court—and advanced by 

Appellee in this appeal—are squarely contrary to the controlling law established 

by this Court only four years ago. And Appellee’s Answer Brief does not even 

attempt to justify the broad remedies granted in the Preliminary Injunction Order. 

For either of these independent reasons, and as set forth in Appellants’ Initial 

Brief, this Court should reverse the circuit court’s Preliminary Injunction Order. 
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ARGUMENT 

I. THE CIRCUIT COURT ERRED IN FINDING APPELLEE HAD 

DEMONSTRATED AN ENTITLEMENT TO INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

BECAUSE HE IS NOT LIKELY TO PREVAIL ON THE MERITS OF 

HIS CLAIM. 

 

A. The trial court erred as a matter of law in disregarding this 

Court’s controlling precedent in Trotti I. 

  

As noted in Appellants’ Initial Brief, this appeal may be decided summarily 

on a single narrow but dispositive issue: whether the circuit court erred as a matter 

of law in failing to follow this Court’s controlling opinion in Trotti I. Appellee’s 

Answer Brief does not attempt to distinguish this Court’s holding in Trotti I. Nor 

could it, as that 2014 opinion addresses the same legal question, against a nearly 

identical factual backdrop, and even includes two of the same parties: Mr. Trotti 

and Secretary Detzner. 

Rather than distinguishing Trotti I—or simply applying its holding—

Appellee uses his Answer Brief to reargue the merits of the case that this Court 

decided against him four years ago. Appellee insists that the circuit court was 

correct to disregard binding precedent and to grant injunctive relief on the basis of 

the arguments embraced by the dissenting judge in Trotti I.  Ans. Br. at 25-26. 

Appellee argues that the Florida Supreme Court’s opinion in Spector v. Glisson, 

305 So. 2d 777 (Fla. 1974), answers the “important constitutional question” 
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presented by this case and is “controlling” of the facts presented, even though this 

Court expressly distinguished Spector in Trotti I. Ans. Br. at 17-31. 

Indeed, nowhere is Appellee’s penchant for reargument more clear than in 

his insistence that Spector, not Trotti I, is the controlling precedent. In Spector, the 

Supreme Court was called to address a unique situation—due to mandatory 

retirement, the date of Justice Ervin’s “mandatory termination of office” was 

January 26, 1975. Id. at 780. At that time, the Florida Constitution provided for the 

elections of all justices and judges. So “Justice Ervin chose to make his 

resignation effective coincident with the date for taking office by all elected 

officials … in January, 1975.” Spector, 305 So. 2d at 781. By doing so, Justice 

Ervin made his resignation effective at “the time immediately before a successor 

normally assumes office on the following first Tuesday after the first Monday... 

pursuant to election.” Id. at 780; and see id. at 783 (noting the time the incumbent 

“will serve will be ending by virtue of his unconditional resignation as of the 

appropriate first Tuesday in January of 1975”). Under those circumstances, there 

was no interim vacancy. See Pincket v. Harris, 765 So. 2d 284, 287 (Fla. 1st DCA 

2000) (citing In re Advisory Op. to the Gov. (Judicial Vacancies), 600 So. 2d 460, 

462 (Fla. 1992)). As such, the Supreme Court held that the seat should be filled by 

election. Spector, 305 So. 2d at 783-84. In so holding, the Court opined that “if the 
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elective process is available and if it is not expressly precluded by the applicable 

language, it should be utilized to fill any available office....” Spector, 305 So. 2d at 

782. And under the facts presented in Spector, the elective process was “available” 

because it was possible to fill the purported vacancy with an elected official. See 

also id. at 784 (finding election appropriate, “since the present justice’s tenure 

would continue until that effective date of January 6, 1975[.]”).  

The facts of this case differ in several dispositive respects from the isolated 

dispute presented in Spector: Judge Foster’s resignation does create an interim 

vacancy of several days’ duration. The elective process is “expressly precluded by 

the applicable language” of the Florida Constitution. And amendments to the 

Florida Constitution in the nearly five decades since Spector was decided have 

made clear that the appointment process is complementary to the election process.  

Spector therefore does not address the question presented here: whether the 

interim vacancy should be filled by election or appointment. 

The different facts here dictate a different result. And since the Supreme 

Court issued its opinion in Spector, this Court and the Florida Supreme Court have 

provided a clear answer to the question actually presented by this case: a circuit 

judge’s resignation that is accepted by the Governor prior to the candidate 

qualifying period creates a vacancy in office to be filled by gubernatorial 
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appointment even where the resignation is to take effect at a future date after the 

candidate qualifying period. See Init. Brief at 16-19 (collecting cases) And as 

detailed in the Initial Brief, that bright-line rule is firmly grounded in the plain 

language of the Constitution and Florida’s post-Spector jurisprudence. 

Appellee suggests a different rule, one involving inherently case-specific 

and subjective factors such whether the length of the vacancy is “unreasonable” or 

whether an appointment is “necessary” to ensure the conduct of “state business.” 

Ans. Br. at 41-42. But Appellee has not attempted to, nor can he, explain how his 

proposed rule is consistent with the plain language of the Florida Constitution or 

the cases interpreting it. To adopt the approach proposed by Appellee, this Court 

would need to ignore not only Trotti I, but all of the following cases: 

In re Advisory Opinion to the Governor, 600 So. 2d 460, 462 (Fla. 

1992) (advising Florida Governor that when a letter of resignation to 

be effective at a later date is received and accepted by [him], a 

vacancy in that office occurs and actuates the process to fill it) 

Pincket v. Harris, 765 So. 2d 284, 287 (Fla. 1st DCA 2000) (the 

Florida Supreme Court has “Effectively limited the application of 

Spector to situations in which a judge reigns effective at a future date 

and no interim vacancy will exist.”) 

 

In re Advisory Opinion to Governor re Appointment or Election of 

Judges, 824 So. 2d 132, 135-36 (Fla. 2002) (holding that a vacancy 

created when a judge involuntarily retired after the conclusion of the 

qualifying period-in which the incumbent judge did not qualify for 

election but three other candidates did qualify-was to be filled by 

election) 
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Advisory Op. to Gov. re Sheriff & Judicial Vacancies due to 

Resignations, 928 So. 2d 1218, 1220-21 (Fla. 2006) (recognizing that 

a vacancy occurs when the Governor receives and accepts the 

resignation, even if the resignation has a future effective date) 

 

Advisory Opinion to Governor re Appointment or Election of Judges, 

983 So. 2d 526, 530 (Fla. 2008) (If we were to conclude that the 

process begins upon the occurrence of one of these variable factors, 

new facts could arise during every election year, and this Court would 

routinely be called upon to determine the precise commencement of 

any particular “election process.”) 

Advisory Op. to Gov. re Judicial Vacancy Due to Resignation, 42 So. 

3d 795, 797 (Fla. 2010) (The Florida Supreme Court has 

unequivocally held that “when a vacancy occurs in the county or 

circuit courts before the qualifying period of the seat commences, the 

vacancy should be filled by appointment…Only when the vacancy 

occurs after the “election process begins” with the commencement of 

the qualifying period will the seat be filled by election.) 

 

Appellee’s proposal, to have circuit courts implement an ad hoc “balancing” 

test weighing the “potential public harm” caused by the vacancy against the 

possibility of an “unreasonable vacancy,” Ans. Br. at 41, simply cannot be 

reconciled with the bright-line rule that this state’s post-Spector jurisprudence 

establishes.  

Appellee suggests that the above-cited cases are distinguishable because 

those were situations where an “actual vacancy disrupting the public business 

would exist.” Ans. Br. at 22 n.23. But none of those cases analyze the matter under 

Appellee’s framework; they focus on the commencement of the election process – 
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not the length of the vacancy – to determine whether a seat should be filled by 

election or appointment.  

Appellee never explains how long a vacancy must exist before it would 

“disrupt the public business.” 30 days? 60 days? 180 days? Does it vary based on 

how many other vacancies exist concurrently? The workload in the circuit? And 

what basis in the text of the Florida Constitution exists for choosing one or the 

other of these arbitrary figures? The Florida Supreme Court was right to employ a 

bright-line rule not tied to case-specific facts, and this Court was correct to follow 

that precedent in Trotti I. 

Appellee’s reliance on Advisory Opinion to Governor re Judicial Vacancy 

Due to Mandatory Ret., 940 So. 2d 1090, 1094 (Fla. 2006) is similarly misplaced. 

Because that advisory opinion evaluated the specific provision in Article V 

governing judges and justices who are subject to merit retention, the Supreme 

Court noted that opinion “is totally distinguishable from earlier judicial vacancy 

cases which involved elected judicial officials and in which the general definition 

of vacancy provided in article X, section 3, of the Florida Constitution was 

applied.” Id. at 1094. In addition, like Spector, the case does not address interim 

vacancies. 

This Court recognized almost two decades ago that subsequent decisions by 
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the Florida Supreme Court, and later-adopted constitutional amendments, have 

“limited Spector to its facts.” Pincket v. Harris, 765 So. 2d 284, 286 (Fla. 1st DCA 

2000). Those facts are not present here. Instead, under the plain language of the 

Florida Constitution and the cases interpreting it, Judge Foster submitted and the 

Governor accepted his resignation before the commencement of qualifying for the 

2018 election cycle. The Governor is obligated to fill the seat by appointment. 

B. Florida’s appointment process complements Florida’s election 

process. 

 

Appellee also relies on Spector when he argues that the election process is 

“primary” and suggests that the plain language of Florida’s constitution places a 

“preference” on judicial elections over appointments, such that the appointment 

process should be subordinate to the election process whenever practical. Appellee 

bases this argument primarily on the phrase “[t]he election of county court judges 

shall be preserved” in Article V, section 10(b) and the Spector court’s citation to 

that provision. However, Appellee’s arguments ignore the meaning of these 

isolated phrases when viewed in context of the entire constitutional provision and 

in light of the circumstances under which these provisions were added to Article V 

under the 1998 Constitutional Revision Commission’s Revision 7. 

In 1998, the Constitution Revision Commission proposed a revision to the 

Florida Constitution entitled “Local Option for Selection of Judges and Funding of 
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State Courts.” Fla. Const. Rev. Comm’n, Revision 7 (1998). Revision 7 

established a constitutional option for local jurisdictions in Florida to dispense 

with judicial elections at the trial-court level in favor of merit selection and 

retention. Before Revision 7, only a “justice of the Supreme Court” or “judge of a 

district court of appeal” could qualify for retention by a vote of the electors. Fla. 

Const. Rev. Comm’n, Revision 7 (1998) (proposed Art. V, § 10(a), Fla. Const.). 

Following Revision 7, each circuit and county in the State of Florida was required 

to hold a local option vote at the general election in the year 2000 on whether to 

select circuit and county court judges “by merit selection and retention rather than 

by election.” Fla. Const. Rev. Comm’n, Revision 7 (1998) (proposed Art. V, § 

10(b)(3), Fla. Const.). Revision 7 also provided that the election of circuit and 

county court judges “shall be preserved notwithstanding the provisions of 

subsection (a)” unless a majority of those voting in the applicable local option 

election approved a change from election to merit selection and retention. Fla. 

Const. Rev. Comm’n, Revision 7 (1998) (proposed Art. V, § 10(b)(1) and (2), Fla. 

Const.). Revision 7 was approved by the electorate voters in 1998. 

To date, no circuit or county in Florida has voted in favor of replacing the 

election of circuit and county judges with merit selection and retention. Placed in 

their proper historical context, however, the reasonable meaning of the phrases 

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000245&cite=FLCNART5S10&originatingDoc=I6fce6e51240e11e6a795ac035416da91&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Keycite)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000245&cite=FLCNART5S10&originatingDoc=I6fce6e51240e11e6a795ac035416da91&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Keycite)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000245&cite=FLCNART5S10&originatingDoc=I6fce6e51240e11e6a795ac035416da91&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Keycite)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000245&cite=FLCNART5S10&originatingDoc=I6fce6e51240e11e6a795ac035416da91&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Keycite)
https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=L&pubNum=1000245&cite=FLCNART5S10&originatingDoc=I6fce6e51240e11e6a795ac035416da91&refType=LQ&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Keycite)
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identified by Appellee is to simply clarify that the election of judges by a vote of 

the qualified electors will remain in force unless and until the jurisdiction votes to 

abandon election in favor of selecting judges by merit selection and retention. And 

the addition of the clause in section 11(b) is used for the purpose of identification, 

not subordination of the Governor’s appointment power to the electoral process. 

Moreover, the voters’ approval of Revision 7 in 1998 followed their 

approval of the 1996 amendments to Article V, which extended the length of an 

appointed judge’s term before first facing election, and the voters’ approval of the 

1976 amendments to Article V, which abolished contested elections for members 

of the Florida Supreme Court and District Courts of Appeal. Since Spector was 

decided, the Florida electorate has therefore endorsed significant changes to 

Florida’s judicial selection system that have the effect of strengthening the 

appointment process as a complement to the election process. 

Appellee fails to identify any textual basis for his contention that the Florida 

Constitution expresses a “preference” for elections and fails to reconcile the four 

decades of precedent and constitutional amendments since Spector that have led to 

the bright-line rule faithfully applied in Trotti I. 
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II. THE PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION ORDER CONTAINS 

REMEDIES THAT EXCEED THE CIRCUIT COURT’S 

AUTHORITY. 
 

Finally, Appellants’ Initial Brief noted that, in addition to the trial court’s 

discussion of the merits, a separate and independent basis exists for reversal of the 

Preliminary Injunction Order: the remedies in the Order exceeded the circuit 

court’s authority by interfering with the constitutional duties of a non-party (the 

judicial nominating commission) and by mandating that the Secretary take actions 

to qualify Appellee that conflict with Florida’s election laws. Init. Brief at 21-25. 

In response, Appellee says—nothing. The Answer Brief fails to address the 

legal arguments in Section II of Appellants’ Initial Brief. This Court should treat 

Appellee’s omission as a concession that the remedies contained in the circuit 

court’s Preliminary Injunction Order were unauthorized and warrant reversal. See 

Agee v. Brown, 73 So. 3d 882, 886 (Fla. 4th DCA 2011) (failure of appellee to 

address issue in his answer brief treated as a concession on merits of issue); 

Anderson v. Ewing, 768 So. 2d 1161, 1166 n.1 (Fla. 4th DCA 2000) (“[The 

appellee] as much as conceded this issue by failing to address it at all in his answer 

brief.”) 
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CONCLUSION 

This Court should reverse and vacate the Order Granting Plaintiff’s Motion 

for Injunctive Relief. 
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